FAMILY READING GUIDE
______________________
These books are designed to help children cope with worry, uncertainty, and frustration.
Read these as a family to facilitate important conversations about difficult emotions.

How Big Are Your Worries Little Bear
Jayneen Sanders
Through this engaging and beautifully
illustrated story, children will learn that
everyday worries and fears can be
overcome.

When Sadness Comes to Call
Eva Eland
This gentle book explores the emotion of
sadness and the importance of accepting it.

Don't Feed the WorryBug
Andi Green
With unique drawings and clever rhymes,
Don't Feed The WorryBug carries an
insightful message that readers of all
ages will enjoy.

Talking about Feelings
Jayneen Sanders
This book is assists adults in helping
children unpack, understand and manage
their feelings and emotions in an engaging
and interactive way.

______________________

A Bad Case of the Stripes
David Shannon
A Bad Case of the Stripes is a story of a girl
who has an unusual illness that causes her
to break out in stripes. This book teaches
children to be themselves and how to be
comfortable in their own skin.

The Way I Feel
Janan Cain
Kids need words to name their feelings, just
as they need words to name all things in
their world. The Way I Feel uses strong,
colorful, and expressive images that go
along with simple verses to help children
connect the word and the emotion.

You, Me, and Empathy
Jayneen Sanders
This charming story uses verse, beautiful
illustrations and a little person called
Quinn to model the meaning of empathy.
Showing empathy towards others is a
learned trait and one to nurture and
cherish with the children.

Today I Feel Silly:
Jamie Lee Curtis
Silly, cranky, excited, or sad—everyone has
moods that can change each day. And that’s
okay! Follow the boisterous, bouncing
protagonist as she explores her moods and
how they change from day to day.

FAMILY
ACTIVITY BOOK GUIDE
______________________
Designed to help families disconnect from technology and connect with each other,
these activity books are fun for the whole family.

I Love You Rituals
Becky A. Bailey
70+ delightful rhymes and games that
send the message of unconditional love
and enhance children's social,
emotional, and school success.

Unplug
Sharon Harding
Easy, technology-free activities that require
little to no preparation to build memories,
spark imagination, encourage creativity, and
connect with each other. Free online.

101 Kids Activities That are the Bestest
Funniest Ever
Holly Homer and Rachel Miller
With one-of-a-kind activities that can be
adjusted according to your child's age,
this book will provide hours of neverending fun with your family.

Exploring Nature
Kim Andrews
This book is filled with hands-on,
educational outdoor activities that kids
will love to learn from. They’ll get their
hands dirty and their imaginations revving
while staying active outside.

______________________

101 Coolest Science Experiments
Rachel Miller, Holly Homer,
and Jamie Harrington
Experimenting is really fun, and your
children will have a blast being a scientist!
You will be so entertained, you might not
notice you’re also learning important
things about the world around you.

52 Uncommon Family Adventures
Randy Southern and Gary Chapman
Give your family the gift of lifelong memories
while having fun, connecting spiritually, and
speaking each other’s love languages. Enjoy
all the benefits of quality time without the
pressure of planning.

Big Book of Family Games
Brad Berger
Bring people together for hours of hilarious,
interactive, technology-free fun that requires
nothing more than pens and paper. This
travel-friendly book guarantees hours of
entertainment with 101 original games.

Tangle Art and Drawing Games for Kids
Jeanette Nyberg
Drawing games about exploring,
experimenting, and getting lost in
creativity. Families will make exciting
discoveries, find creative ways to spend
their time, master visual and manual
skills, and most importantly, have fun!

